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Introduction

Software maintenance and evolution processes often require a sufficient understanding of the current software
system version, before the latter can be adapted to new or changing requirements. Several program comprehension techniques have been proposed to assist developers in this preliminary phase such as static program analysis [YPZ09, DG03], dynamic program analysis [ACD09, CH08, CMH11, CNH12] and visualization
[LD02, CZvDvR09, JSB].
Nevertheless, those techniques generally fail in producing meaningful behavioral models in the case of modern
data-intensive systems — systems that access a large quantity of data in order to support user activities in
different contexts. Such systems access an increasing amount of data usually stored in a database. They are
characterized by complex, dynamic and continuous interactions between the application programs and their
database. Hence the need for program comprehension techniques that are suitable for analyzing this aspect of
the programs behavior.
As a modest contribution to this field, we recently proposed an approach aimed at supporting the comprehension of data-intensive programs, by focusing on their database manipulation behavior [NMMC14]. The approach
combines the use of dynamic analysis and visualization techniques to capture, analyze and visualize the interactions between a program and its database under given execution scenarios. The approach is implemented
into an integrated tool, called DAViS (Dynamic Analysis and Visualization of SQL execution traces). DAViS,
designed for programs relying on a relational database, allows developers to answer questions such as (1) Which
SQL queries are executed by this scenario; (2) Which database schema elements (tables, columns) are accessed
by these queries? ; and (3) How do the successive SQL queries depend on each other?.
Here, we introduce an experiment that empirically assess the usefulness of DAViS for program understanding,
and in particular for database manipulation behavior (DBM) comprehension. We also investigate which types
of DMB comprehension tasks benefit most from the trace visualization support provided by DAViS. To address
these questions, the experiment quantitatively measures how DAViS influences (1) the time required to achieve
typical DBM comprehension tasks, and (2) the correctness of the answers related to those comprehension tasks.
It turned out that DAViS achieves an improvement in regard to both measurements: the response time is reduced
and the correctness is increased.
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Used Scenario

We evaluate our approach in the context of a Learning Management Systems (LMS) that allows the administration to manage all about teachers, teaching, students and courses, etc.
This system, called AcadYearManager, consists of thousands of lines code written in Java. It manipulates a
MySQL database consisting of 30 tables and 192 columns representing the data on available courses, faculties,
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Figure 1: Physical Schema of AcadYearManager
Table 1: Characteristics of the two scenarios under study
Scenario Number of queries Types of queries
Scenario 2
60
Select queries
Scenario 3
65
Select queries
teachers, students, classes, etc. Figure 1 depicts the database schema of the AcadYearManager application.
The first step that we performed on the AcadYearManager system was to collect SQL execution traces corresponding to two typical program execution scenarios. For each scenario, we recorded an event log file with
the SQL queries executed during the scenario. For each executed query in the trace, we also recorded its result.
Each collected execution trace contains a set of SQL queries, each belonging to one of the two different scenarios.
Table 1 summarizes the content the two SQL execution traces. Figure 2 shows 4 SQL queries belonging to the
execution trace of ”scenario 2”.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses

The goal of the experiment is to reflect on two research questions related to the use of DAViS:
• RQ1 : Does DAViS reduce the time needed to complete the tasks?
• RQ2 : Does DAViS increase the correctness of the tasks?
In order to address these research questions in an experiment, we need to transform them into testable
hypotheses:
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Figure 2: Overview of part of the scenario 2
• H01 : There is no difference in the response time for different tasks between participants using DAViS and
those ones that do not use DAViS.
• H02 : There is no difference in the correctness of responses between participants using DAViS and those ones
that do not use DAViS.
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